STOCKS DOWN, DONATIONS UP

COLLEEN MCCARTHY
Staff Writer

In this tough economic climate, most universities are seeing a major decrease in alumni donations. UD, however, has had their most successful fundraising periods ever.

“From July 1 of 2007 to the end of this January, we have now raised in new gifts and commitments nearly $100 million,” said Deborah Read, vice president for university advancement. “We’ve had the best giving in our history, ever.”

One place that witnesses donation increases or decreases firsthand is Teleconnect, where numerous students are employed calling alumni for monetary gifts. In the past years, especially 2009, the trend has been a positive one.

“This year we have definitely seen an increase in total dollars donated, as well as an increase in participation on behalf of the alumni,” said senior Lauren Grote, Teleconnect’s communications coordinator.

Many private universities depend on donations to fund student scholarships and provide certain programs. Donations across the country have dropped off a reported 11.9 percent on average, according to a report from the Council for Aid to Education (CAE).

UD has not felt the sting of recession thanks to a few very generous alumni. According to Read, large donations, like the $10 million gift UD received in 2008, have helped the university reach their fundraising goals despite a struggling economy.

One way Grote believes UD has countered the economy is by reaching out to alumni like never before. Be it through Facebook,扪心自问,
NEW HELP GROUP
(cont. from p. 1)

LOHA Web site, two out of every three people with depression never seek help or treatment. 

They hope to pass along the message that not only is getting help from others okay, it is necessary to help deal with many of these tough issues.

“It is important to have a strong, honest, open and loving community around you in times of struggles, no matter if they are big or small,” Schiele said. Though paperwork and registering with the school is currently halting the completion of the group to be considered official, planning is still underway. The target group for TWLOHA is those with a mental illness of any kind. Those knowing someone who needs help are also invited to join. Currently there are no events or programs planned. The group is, however, keeping in mind concerts, discussions and speakers.

For further information, contact Schiele at schieja@notes dayton.edu or Falk at falkalem@gmail.com.

To seek out help from the national chapter of TWLOHA or for details on the group, its staff and founders, check out its official Web site at www.twloha.com/

JACLYN PHELPS
Staff Writer

UD is turning brownfields into green pastures by reviving hazardous space at NCR for campus expansion or part of the area’s redevelopment.

The term brownfield has been used to describe parts of NCR’s grounds that have contamination from previous uses. Brownfields, according to Ohio Environment Protection Agency’s Web site, are “real property, the expansion, redevelopment or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant.”

Part of the NCR property had contamination because they did manufacturing there and contamination was found in the ground waters, said Heather Lauer, southwest media coordinator for the Ohio EPA. However, there was not anything that threatened the community. A substance may have percolated down into the Earth in the soil and around the rocks.

But taking on NCR and potential contamination left by industry is not something UD is unfamiliar with. In 2005 UD acquired 50 acres from NCR which was a brownfield and had contamination. This includes the property along Stewart Street between the Great Miami River and Brown Street.

During that time, UD applied for grants such as the Clean Ohio Fund and received $3 million to pay for a development plan for each property, according to senior site coordinator for the Southwest district office of the Ohio EPA, Joe Smindak.

UD eliminated contaminates, removed chemicals and took them to a landfill and submitted documents to state whether they met applicable standards as standard protocol for eliminating contamination, which was successful.

According to Smindak, east of Main Street has been awarded money for cleanup; however, they are still in the investigative phase.

But the problem with brownfields may not be as bad for the recent NCR land UD purchased as it was for the 2005 purchase because people were less careful back then than they are today, according to Lauer. People would pour out their degreasers in the parking lot because they would kill weeds and the remainder would evaporate.

Brownfields put a risk on not only the environment, but also the community, especially when dealing with property usage for the future.

“If the land is not being used there isn’t any production and properties surrounding could be hurt,” Smindak said.

By purchasing the land, the university is ensuring the NCR property isn’t damaged or usable.

Once UD moves to the former NCR headquarters, initiatives such as UDRI, new labs and offices and space for the graduate school and Alumni Center will be made available. UD will also be able to use the land behind NCR, Old River Park, for picnics, nature studies, hiking and more outdoor activities.

NCR land pollution little threat to community

JACLYN PHELPS
Staff Writer

UD’s new acquisition of NCR came with Old River Park in its backyard. Due to NCR’s manufacturing, contamination was found in ground water. But this pollution will be easily manageable and is not threatening to those using the park.
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Juniors living in VWK, Campus South, Marycrest unlikely in housing lottery

ALLISON DUNN
Staff Writer

Many lottery and housing speculations have been floating around campus, especially those involving next year’s living situation for upperclassmen.

Recently, word has been spread that upperclassmen may be placed back in underclassmen housing, such as VWK, Campus South or Marycrest. Associate director for assignments in residential services Constance Robinson said that in her 14 years with UD that has never occurred.

“It would be a very unusual event,” Robinson said. “Campus South and VWK will be full of sophomores. We have to deny sophomore groups housing in those spots.”

If upperclassmen don’t receive a lottery number in order to guarantee a UD house, that group will be placed on a waiting list. The wait list lottery works on first come, first serve basis.

Robinson said there will be plenty of Garden Apartments available to upperclassmen and anticipates many of the upcoming juniors to be placed there. If Gardens is not filled with upperclassmen, housing will then offer apartments to sophomores.

“In my 14 years here, we’ve always been able to offer housing to any junior or senior student that wanted to live with us,” Robinson said. “However, that [location] is not always what they want.”

Housing will be available to all upperclassmen, because not all students choose to live in UD housing, she said. Typically, 10 to 12 percent of seniors choose to live elsewhere, either off-campus or through landlord housing, and 65 to 70 percent of juniors choose to live in UD housing.

“If every junior and senior wanted to live with us, we would be hard pressed to have enough beds,” Robinson said. “Historically, every junior and senior doesn’t want to live with us because there are a least 300 to 400 landlord beds in the preferred locations around UD.”

Roberson said they have 15 lotteries starting at the same time on March 14 with the different sizes of male and female groups. Housing applications opened Thursday, Feb. 11 Group members have until 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 25 to complete the housing contract for the lottery on March 14.

For more information, contact Residence Life at 937-229-3317 or at http://housing.udayton.edu.

New Student Orientation

2010 Student Blue Crew and AEA Positions!

Become a Blue Crew Member
Move in early, Help first-year students move in
Help set up for NSO social events

OR

Academic Engagement Ambassador
Move in early, Lead Dialogues
Be a part of a Welcome Family
Assist in NSO Social Events

Important Dates
Arrival Days: August 18
Trainings: August 19-20
New Student Move-in: August 21
Orientation: August 21-24

ONLY 200 BLUE CREW and 65 AEA SPOTS AVAILABLE!
BE THE FIRST TO GET YOUR APPLICATION IN TODAY!

To apply or get more information, go to:
http://www.udayton.edu/student/newstudentprograms/
Or call 937-229-2229
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Staff Writer

WEB SITE AT www.twloha.com/.

For further information, contact Schiele at schieja@notes.dayton.edu or Falk at falkalem@gmail.com.

To seek out help from the national chapter of TWLOHA or for details on the group, its staff and founders, check out its official Web site at www.twloha.com/.
Bombeck memory lives on through workshop

Workshop attracts writers worldwide, offers UD students scholarship opportunities

ANNA BEYERLE
Assistant News Editor

Erma Bombeck didn’t plan on becoming famous, but after a slew of nationally syndicated newspaper columns and several best-selling books later, the UD alumna became quite well known outside of her hometown of Dayton, Ohio.

In 2000, UD created the Erma Bombeck Writers’ Workshop, a three-day seminar that helps honor Bombeck’s work.

From its inception, the workshop has offered a variety of speakers and sessions to help foster the writing skills of individuals from across the country. Approximately 350 people attend the workshop each year, including everyone from beginning writers to published authors. This year it will take place from April 15-17.

“There are no prerequisites,” said Matthew Dewald, director of the Erma Bombeck Writers’ Workshop. “[Attendees] don’t have to have any published stuff at all; they just have to have a good interest in writing, specifically for humor and human interest writing.”

Although the workshop attracts writers from around the globe, there are spots available for local students as well. There are 30 full scholarships available to UD students who are interested in attending funded by the UD National Alumni Association. The scholarships are awarded on a first-come, first-serve basis, and students must apply by Feb. 15. Selected students will write a letter to the National Alumni Association after the workshop to explain how the experience benefited them.

In the spirit of Erma Bombeck, the workshop focuses on the art of humor writing. It includes five keynote speakers, which will talk during lunch and dinner each day. These speakers include Bill Scheft, an Emmy-nominated TV writer for David Letterman and Gail Collins, the former editor for the New York Times editorial page, among other accomplished individuals in the writing field.

Outside of the speakers, attendees will go to six different classroom-type sessions throughout their time at the seminar which are taught by a variety of successful writers.

These sessions include topics such as newspaper writing, social media, how to get published and marketing techniques, among many others.

Attendees are able to choose which sessions they would like to go to as a way to cater to their own writing needs.

Outside of these sessions and keynote speakers, writers are free to mingle with others as a way to learn more about each other and how to achieve success, according to Dewald.

“You’re surrounded by others who have the same dream,” he said. “Networking is incredibly valuable at this workshop.”

This year, the workshop will have much more of an emphasis on social media factors than in previous years. Breakfast roundtables will also be offered as a more informal way to get to know one another and learn more about writing.

A scholarship application can be found at http://www.humorwriters.org.

CONCERT

(cont. from p. 1)

...with the band. It is through this process that Ben Folds and a piano confirmed a concert on campus, Mattingly said.

The CCC’s agent gave them a list of available bands within their price range. Ben Folds and a piano was their first choice and their price range. Ben Folds and a piano confirmed a concert on campus, Mattingly said. “Networking is incredibly valuable at this workshop.”

This year, the goal lies at $76,000 with at least 65 teams, according to Alec Dorn, president of Colleges Against Cancer, which puts on Relay for Life.

Relay for Life focuses on raising money for and educating students about those struggling with cancer. UD has shown its dedication to Relay for Life as it was recognized as a Leader of Hope, an acknowledgement that only 37 colleges in the nation received.

Relay for Life is April 10 and 11 at ArtStreet; visit www.relayforlife.org/udayton to sign up. Ben Folds and a piano will be playing at the UD Arena April 18. Ticket sales have not yet been finalized, but visit the Charity Concert Committee’s Facebook page or their Web site at relayconcert.udayton.edu for updates.
**Give plasma, get money**

Donating gives student alternative way to make cash

**FLYER NEWS**

**ABIGAIL MCLEAN**
Staff Writer

For many college students, lack of money is an issue. At UD, some students have found ways to overcome that hurdle by donating a piece of themselves: their plasma.

One reason plasma donation sparks such an interest in students is the immediate financial benefits. Directly after donating, students receive varying amounts of money that will help them survive financially, be it for food, drink, books or entertainment.

Sophomore Zach Frey underwent his first time donating plasma last week at the CSL Plasma Service in Dayton. Directly after he donated he was given a $30 compensation. Donors are even rewarded with a higher compensation rate according to how often they return to donate plasma.

“I get $30 the first four times and $50 for the fifth time,” Frey said.

Located 15 minutes from UD’s campus, the close location helps serve as a means to draw in students. But, although it is close to campus, it’s not something students can or should do every day.

According to CSL Plasma Service, the current FDA regulations restrict individuals to one donation in a two-day period, and allow only two donations every seven days. Plasma is replaced rapidly which permits multiple donations in one week. For Frey, donating twice a week seems like a great prospect for his pocket book.

But it not only benefits monetarily. Plasma donors help those with hemophilia, burns, shock, infection trauma and breathing disorders. Also, it can serve in life saving therapies.

But before heading to the CSL Plasma Service, it’s important to know that not everyone can donate plasma. Donors must weigh a minimum of 110 pounds and be in good health. In addition, CSL Plasma Service requires that each individual bring their identification card, social security card and also proof of residency, such as a piece of mail sent to the donor’s current address.

For Frey, the first time was also a bit time consuming. He had to undergo a rigorous examination including a personal interview and a physical. In total, the whole process was over four hours long.

CSL Plasma Service said the process is relatively risk free for healthy individuals since the body quickly produces new plasma. They do suggest that donors eat a healthy meal and stay well hydrated before and after the donation process.

Anyone interested in donating plasma can contact the CSL Plasma Service at 937-224-1973.

The following incidents were reported to the Department of Public Safety on Jan. 23-30. This log was compiled by Flyer News from actual police reports obtained from the Department of Public Safety.

**Theft**

Jan. 23, 3:26 p.m.
Officer A. Durian was dispatched to Founders Hall on a theft report. She met with a 19-year-old male UD student who stated that his clothes had been stolen from the laundry room in his dormitory. The student had started doing his laundry at 11 a.m., and when he returned to retrieve his clothing at 2 p.m. he noticed that three pairs of his American Eagle jeans, valued at $30 each, had been stolen, along with three old T-shirts. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time.

**Criminal Damaging**

Jan. 24, 7:23 p.m.
Officer Ryan was dispatched to the corner of Kiefaber Street and Lawnview Avenue on the report of criminal damaging. He met with a 21-year-old female UD student who stated that she parked her car on the Kiefaber Street between midnight and 4 a.m. on Jan. 24. When she returned to her car at 6 p.m., she saw that her passenger side mirror had been broken off completely. She stated that she has car insurance. There are no known witnesses or suspects at this time.

**Theft**

Jan. 30, 11:14 a.m.
Officer Parmenter responded to a theft report and was dispatched to a Kiefaber Street residence. He spoke with a 22-year-old male UD student who stated that on Jan. 29, he and his roommates hosted a party, which was attended by numerous people he did not know. When the student entered his room at about 2 a.m., he saw that beer had been poured on his bed and his Targent laptop had been stolen. He stated that his computer was valued at $1500.

**FACULTY ARTIST SERIES:**

TRAVELOGUE

The Department of Music presents Travelogue as part of the Faculty Artist Series at 3 p.m. in Seas Recital Hall.

**REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER 2010 STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS**

Today marks the deadline to apply for summer study abroad programs. Students can apply online at international.udayton.edu/edabroad/application.htm

**SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION FOR SUMMER 2010 STUDY ABROAD**

Scholarship applications for summer study abroad programs are due today. The application can be found at international.udayton.edu/edabroad/scholarshipapp.htm

**RUDY FLYER TRYOUTS**

UD needs a new Rudy Flyer mascot and the position is open to any full-time student. There will be a formal tryout process on Feb. 20 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Frerick’s Gym. All participants should bring proof of enrollment, a student ID, an insurance card and comfortable clothes.
Students bear the snow and march over to the UD Arena to watch the Flyers take on Xavier Saturday. TED SZELAG/SENIOR

CLICK! Think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it published. Just send your ‘CLICK’ picture to editor@flyernews.com along with your first and last name and a brief description. Click away!

Don’t let date night jinx your diet

Some call it Valentine’s Day, others call it Single’s Awareness Day. But for the sake of your body, despite what you name it, don’t let this Feb. 14 be national “If it’s chocolate I’ll eat it day.”

The annual holiday of love is anything but loving to your physique. That romantic Pine Club date has an ambiance of candlelight and your true love, but also makes downing 1,000 plus calories feel acceptable. On the other hand, many unhappy singles spend date night with old reliable Edy’s double fudge brownie ice cream.

Calories, fat and sugar are ingested in mass quantities by sheer definition of the day. It doesn’t have to be like that. Celebrate Valentine’s Day with your boyfriend, girlfriend, friends or yourself without waking up a pant size bigger Feb. 15.

THINK OUTSIDE THE RESTAURANT

While dinner and a movie is the simple, cookie cutter of dates, it can also be the most detrimental to your diet. Restaurants serve food with more grease, oil and fat than meals prepared at home, and often in double the portion size that a person needs. Team that with battery popcorn for the movie and say goodbye to that Daytona body. The solution? Find alternative date activities, including bowling, bowling cages, hiking or sailing. These activities can increase closeness between you two, as well as give you a workout.

GIVE MORE THAN SUGAR

Everyone loves food, plain and simple, which makes it the easiest gift to give. But how much will your girlfriend thank you when two days later that box of chocolates set up camp on her hips? Instead, go back to chivalry and send the traditional gift of flowers. Stuck on giving edibles? Try Edible Arrangements, a service that delivers fresh fruit bouquets directly to the door. For more information check out www.EdibleArrangements.com.

CHOOSE FRIENDS, NOT FAT

Although food is comforting, don’t spend Valentine’s Day bingeing on it because you’re single or lonely. Put down those chips, let go of that pizza. Instead spend quality time with your friends. If all your friends are out doing that romance thing, take time for yourself, get a massage, go shopping or pick up a book. Just treat yourself to whatever you’ve always wished you had time for. And no, eating that killer brownie doesn’t count.

Stephanie Vermilion

Classifieds

FREEZER. COMP. FURNISHED. REMODELED/INSULATED STORM WINDOWS. EXCELLENT PARKING. DEFENDABLE LANDLORD. CALL BOB 330-4111

Live in the ghetto, nice 2 bedroom apartment available 435 Irving. 439-9112

SECURE YOUR HOUSE FOR 99/10

One Block from Campus 5 Bedroom Houses Provided: Washer/ Dryer, Kitchen Appliances, etc. ALL UTILITIES PAID

High Speed Internet and Big Screen TVs $2,200/per person/per semester Call: 1-888-808-7741 or 937-672-5546

For Rent, quite possibly the nicest student house near campus. 4 bedrooms, AC, garage, 426 Irving Avenue, across the street from the ghetto. Call Dave (412) 334-6544

For Rent Fall 2010 31 Woodland 2 Bedroom 3-4 Students UDghetto.com or 477-7215

2010-11 Duplex house. 3 or 4 students each side. Furnished. 832-2319

IRVING COMMONS- Grad/Law Student Housing. Fully furnished 1-bedrooms as low as $650/Month. Washer/dryer/dishwasher included. Free parking, walk-to-campus. Call Manager @ 937-643-0554

1 tree 2 bedroom apartment newly renovated. New kitchen, remodeled bath. 1906 Brown St. next to the Mansion. 937-299-1799

Awesome housing in the Ghetto still available for 2010/2011 school year and this summer. www.udghettostudenthousing.com

Living the Good Life...Enjoy this two bedroom, two bath apartment. Perfect for 2,3 or 4 people. Washer and dryer in unit. Completely remodeled in 2008. You have to see it to believe it. Now renting for 2010-2011 school year. Check it out at UDapts.com or call Dave at 937-760-8110

HAWLEY RENTALS - FAIRGROUND STUDENT NEIGHBORHOOD BIG 4 to 6 BEDROOM HOMES. The Best in Student Housing. Your Own Room, Fully Furnished, All Amenities, and Off Street Parking. Get Your Housing Now for 2010/2011 School Year. If You Want the Best...VISIT: hawleyrentals.com. CALL NOW 937-602-7205 or 937-439-2461 Ed & Kim Hawley

Don’t miss your chance to advertise in the FN! CONTACT US TODAY! advertising@flyernews.com 937-229-3813

Flyer News reserves the right to reject, alter or omit advertisements. Advertisements must conform to the policies of Flyer News. For a review of these policies, contact the Flyer News business office. Business Office: 937-229-3813; Fax: 937-229-3893; E-mail: advertising@flyernews.com; Web site: www.flyernews.com/advertising
New York foundation empowers student artists

SARA GREEN
Chief A&E Writer

The New York Foundation for the Arts, created in 1971 to provide independent artists with resources and aid, will offer a free presentation 1:30 p.m. today in ArtStreet Studio B.

NYFA staff member Mark Rossier said the purpose of this organization is to help artists all over the nation.

“The mission of NYFA is to serve artists at critical stages in their creative lives,” Rossier said. “We do this by awarding cash grants to artists and artist-run organizations.”

Not only does NYFA award financial support to artists, but it also provides a database with jobs and internships for.

“If you’re an art student and want to get an internship in New York City, they have a listing,” said Susan Byrnes, ArtStreet director.

NYFA hopes to attract all varieties of artists to this informational session, including musicians, painters, writers, filmmakers and any other artist wanting to pursue a career in his or her field.

Rory Golden, program officer for external affairs at NYFA, will speak during the presentation at ArtStreet.

Golden said he wants to see students “with an interest in pursuing creative professional careers either as independent artists or by working with for-profits.”

Golden is a Miami Valley native and said he enjoys being able to support and coach other artists.

At the NYFA presentation, he will expose students to information on fiscal sponsorship along with other fundraising support the organization offers.

Byrnes said students are highly encouraged to attend this presentation.

“When you’re an artist, you’re like a sole operator of a business; if you don’t have a network of resources, it is hard to get things done. NYFA is that network for independent artists across the country.”

SUSAN BYRNES, ArtStreet director

“NYFA is that network for independent artists all across the country. It’s an important organization for artists to be connected to.”

NYFA decided to hold this session at UD because artists are in a critical stage of their careers when preparing for graduation. Also, though based in New York, NYFA is available all across the country and wants artists to be aware of that.

“NYFA wants to show people that it is a national organization and can serve people nationally,” Byrnes said. “We are actually pretty fortunate to have this presentation.”

Along with the presentation, NYFA will also offer a limited number of free 15-minute one-on-one consultations.

To reserve a consultation or for more information, contact ArtStreet at (937) 229-5101 or artstreet@udayton.edu.
Title Tracks will be coming Feb. 15 to the South Park Tavern on Wayne Avenue.

The band, which features the songwriting of John Davis, will be touring in support of its new album, “It Was Easy,” which debuts Feb. 23.

The CD, which was recorded entirely by Davis, features what he called “broody power pop.”

“I’ve been all over Ohio, but I’ve never been in Dayton,” Davis said. “Especially considering the good musical history there, I was really glad to see that we were going to get to play there.”

According to Davis, the audience can expect a show with “a mix of punk and power pop and rock and soul.”

“We feel good about what we do, and we hope that you can tell,” he said. “There won’t be any road weariness … I’m excited to see Dayton and come through. We’re excited to tour.”

Davis has had experience in other bands, previously playing drums in Q and Not U and guitar and vocals in Georgia James, but this is his first solo effort.

“Coming out of Georgia James, I knew I was capable of writing an album by myself and having an album that was completely my own,” he said. “I’m really glad I was able to do something like that.”

The touring lineup includes Andrew Black and Michael Cotterman, members of his old bands, as well as Nick Anderson who helped with the production of the album. “(The sound) is generally intact,” Davis said about the switch to a touring lineup. “It’s a louder, more rock thing; a more amplified version of the songs. The record was poppy, but the sound [will be] louder and bigger.”

Davis said Dayton is only the second stop on the band’s tour: “You’ll be catching us at a time when we’re fresh on the road,” he said. “There won’t be any road weariness … I’m excited to see Dayton and come through. We’re excited to tour.”

The show is a controversial production of the album by itself and the sensitive material of the songs. The band will perform Feb. 15 at the South Park Tavern on Wayne Avenue.
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TIMELY PLAY ADDRESSES TIMELESS ISSUE

KELSEY FITZPATRICK
Staff Writer

Laura Estandia, a senior English and theater major, is directing a student production of “Third.”

The show is a controversial story about reverse discrimination and the tensions among the social and political structures of society.

The play takes place at a small liberal arts college in New England during the 2002 to 2003 academic school year.

The plot revolves around Professor Laurie Jameson accusing one of her students of plagiarism.

“Issues of plagiarism should hit close to home,” Estandia said. “The play also addresses the fact that there is more to education than just reading books or winning awards for academics.”

The cast includes three other seniors who are also using this production as their final theater 490 project: Elise Edson, who plays Laurie Jameson, Walker Foley, who plays Woodson Bull III and Bitz Penrod, who plays Nancy Gordon.

“Nothing feels better than when you complete a scene, turn to the actor beside you and both know that something just worked that time,” Penrod said. “That organic feeling is what every actor works for.”

Besides a talented cast, audiences should also look forward to the production’s deeper meanings and underlying plotlines, Estandia said.

The play addresses modern and controversial issues that affect every college student, she said.

For Estandia, “Third” has been an experience that she will remember in her theater career.

She said she is proud of her production and hopes UD students grasp the relevance of the themes presented in the performance.

“Students should come see this play because it is a timely play that deals with timeless issues,” she said.

“Third” will show at 8 p.m. today and Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday.

The shows will be performed in the Black Box Theatre, located in the Music and Theatre Building room 137. Tickets are free.

For more information on the play, go to the “Third” Facebook event.
**SNOW DAY:**

UNIVERSITY’S DELAY IN CANCELING CLASSES LEAVES US OUT COLD

We all love a snow day now and then. Sledding, snowball fights, hanging out with our friends—what’s not to like? One thing that is beguiling, however, is the university’s policy on canceling classes. Yes, we had an afternoon off Tuesday and it was awesome. We don’t understand, though, why the university waited until late morning to cancel classes.

With the peak of the snowfall occurring earlier that morning and the icy commute attempted by students and faculty alike, it doesn’t make sense to wait this long. By the time the campus-wide e-mail popped up in our Lotus Notes, we were already in the throes of our academic day.

And what about those students whose 10:30 a.m. or noon classes weren’t canceled? While their friends got the canceled class e-mail and were being spared the likely possibility of slipping on the sidewalks, these students had to wait until the storm was at its peak for their journey home.

Furthermore, our campus was not completely commuter-friendly. A good portion of the Ghetto resembled the Arctic, minus penguins and were being spared the likely possibility of slipping on the sidewalks and being drenched in the rain.

We appreciate those who go out to shovel, plow and ice our sidewalks and streets, but at the same time it is still hazardous to be walking to class on a sheet of ice. If conditions are bad enough to cancel classes because the roads are so bad, shouldn’t the sidewalks used by the 7,100 undergrads be factored in as well?

We understand that the university wants to make a well thought out decision before canceling classes, but the safety of students needs to be taken into account. There are no railings on the steps between Stonemill and Kettering Labs. Requiring students to walk out decision before canceling classes, but the safety of students needs to be taken into account. There are no railings on the steps between Stonemill and Kettering Labs. Requiring students to walk.

If conditions are bad enough to cancel classes because the roads are so bad, shouldn’t the sidewalks be cleared as well?

Furthermore, the university’s policy on canceling classes leaves us out cold. And what about those students whose 10:30 a.m. or noon classes weren’t canceled? While their friends got the canceled class e-mail and were being spared the likely possibility of slipping on the sidewalks, these students had to wait until the storm was at its peak for their journey home.

Furthermore, our campus was not completely commuter-friendly. A good portion of the Ghetto resembled the Arctic, minus penguins frolicking around.

We appreciate those who go out to shovel, plow and ice our sidewalks and streets, but at the same time it is still hazardous to be walking to class on a sheet of ice. If conditions are bad enough to cancel classes because the roads are so bad, shouldn’t the sidewalks used by the 7,100 undergrads be factored in as well?

We understand that the university wants to make a well thought out decision before canceling classes, but the safety of students needs to be taken into account. There are no railings on the steps between Stonemill and Kettering Labs. Requiring students to walk down them when completely iced over is asking for people to get hurt.

All we ask is that when choosing whether or not to call the day off for snow, think about more than just those driving. Think of those students trekking on foot from all corners of campus. How meaningful will a class be when it’s spent in the emergency room?

---

**Be mine?:**

Desperate student will go to any length to not be alone this Valentine’s Day

If I have learned one thing in 21 years of life, it is this: Valentine’s Day sucks. You’re alone. If you go out, you’re surrounded by advertisements for chocolates and oversized bears and lingerie. If you stay in, you’re forced to watch Meg Ryan movies while you drown your sorrows in a tub of Chunky Monkey.

It is because of this lose-lose situation that a girl will do anything to get a date. To prove my absolute desperation (and I do mean absolute) I have decided to put it all out there.

I’m 21. The biological clock is ticking. So all you single gents out there, looking for a date on the 14th? Here is what I have to offer.

Maggie Malach. Female. Tall, blonde, clumsy.

Hobbies: running, writing sarcastic opinions columns that are read by many but liked by few, making lists, dancing to my ring-tone when people call me, driving with the windows down even in cold weather, driving aimlessly while burning a hole in the ozone layer, driving in general.

Likes: artificial cheese products, Something Corporate, Free Sprinkle Wednesday at The Galley, “The Office,” KU’s chicken patties, Gmail, McDonald’s, Wikihows.

Dislikes: Tangents, cold weather, the fake brick sidewalks on the intersection of Frericks and Stonemill, “Jersey Shore,” Pittsburgh, the Science Center, Michael Jackson fans, people who vomit in my hair.

Fun facts: May or may not be narcophile. Once locked myself in my car. Miss Junior America 2004 contestant. Domino’s delivery guy. Have been known to sing Queen songs to me.

Testimony from roommate, Kim Balio: “I know all of her endearing sleeping habits. Last night Maggie was whistle-snooring. Envision Baby Pegasus in ‘Hercules.’”

Looking for: a man with Bradley Cooper’s body and Vince Vaughn’s sense of humor. But since I have yet to see such an Adonis wandering around campus, I’ll settle for a more realistic guy: tall (above 6’9”) is a must. Should have killer abs, a 3.9271 GPA and lots and lots of money to spend on me.

Mad piano-playing skills are a guaranteed go. Must have a fondness for 1990s-era Toyota Corollas, adopting puppies from shelters and a high tolerance for chick flicks. Cute little siblings are a plus. A very big plus.

My dream hottie (and he will be smoking hot) must enjoy long walks across campus at twilight, intimate dinners in KU and breaking it down every once in awhile at Tim’s.

Yes, it may seem a little desperate to appeal to my fellow students to bail me out on this, the most romantic day of the year, but if I have learned anything in two decades of being Valentine-less, it is this: being single, without a doubt, sucks.

If you’re interested in helping a lady save some face on Valentine’s Day and think you meet my extremely reasonable standards, please contact me at maggiewantsaction@gmail.com.

Science majors need not apply.

---

**Word on the street...**

Would you donate plasma for money?

“I never thought about it.”

MATT BERNER, SENIOR

CIVIL ENGINEERING

“My natural instinct when you say ‘plasma’ is about TVs.”

PAUL AZZI, SOPHOMORE

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS/MARKETING

“Probably not. I have a fear of needles.”

MICHAEL CERMAK, JUNIOR

PSYCHOLOGY/HISTORY
Family of deceased senior extends gratitude to UD students, community

We have begun the process of trying to thank all of the wonderful people who have contacted us in some way to tell us about how our son, Ben Mushalko, impacted their life or to thank them for a service they have provided at this difficult time.

It has become evident rather quickly that we are likely not going to be able to thank all of you individually, primarily because we don’t have enough contact information. This letter is our attempt to convey to you all how meaningful it has been to hear from you and how appreciative we are that you took time to contact us or help us.

Ben made a very tragic decision early in January to end his own life. We will likely spend the rest of our lives trying to understand why he chose this path and, more importantly, why he didn’t tell someone he was feeling hopeless and lost. The experience we’ve had the past couple of weeks with those of you who knew Ben has demonstrated that Ben was surrounded by people who cared for him and would have loved the opportunity to support and help him. He never gave any of us a chance to understand his need.

The kindness, concern and time this university community has extended to our family has truly been overwhelming. Ben had told us of some of this community’s “personality;” it is what made UD home for him, particularly the past couple of years.

I don’t know if you all can truly appreciate how wonderful you are. The sincerity of your condolences, the impression you left with an out of state relative of ours by walking her personally to her destination on campus instead of just giving directions, and the time you took to return Ben’s cell phone that he dropped in a parking lot his freshman year; the list goes on and on of the kindness you have shown us.

Ben’s family, including his mom and dad, siblings and extended family, who have been so thankful that Ben was surrounded by so many caring people. For those who were inspired by Ben, we hope you will, in turn, share your humor and wisdom with those around you. Ben set a good example in that regard. If any of you are feeling a sense of hopelessness or despair, please do not make the same mistake as Ben. You are among a community who is there to help you. Let them know you need help. It may be hard to find the words or you may feel uncomfortable “imposing.” Don’t let that stop you.

Professors, continue to inspire a love of learning among your students; knowledge encourages us to learn even more and make our world a better place. Advisers, continue to help our future generation gain insight regarding the paths they are forging. Administrators, continue to support this community in the ways only your position of authority allows so that they can help you do the wide range of work your mission requires. For the broader staff of UD, continue to make this place a clean, safe, welcoming place so the others who benefit from your service can learn to do the same elsewhere.

RENEE MUSHALKO AND FAMILY

Super Bowl marketing techniques shocking, reflect public acceptance of misogynistic, homophobic views

I am an 18-25 year old American male, and I have a confession to make. I don’t get around to watching the Super Bowl this year. I heard a lot about it, though, mostly in the form of complaints about the general lack of luster in the ads this year. I was curious, so I headed to YouTube to check out what I missed.

What I found was shocking. The showcase of American marketing was riddled with misogynistic and homophobic messages. To see exactly what I’m talking about, let’s take a look at a few of the ads.

I truly hope you caught FloTV’s “Injury Report.” It featured a particularly miserable-looking young man following his remarkably attractive girlfriend through a department store, with sportscaster Jim Nantz urging him to “change out of that shirt!” FloTV plays off of the heteronormative standard of masculinility in American culture by asserting that a male who is featured in a less powerful role than a woman, or does anything within the realm of “girl stuff,” is not a true man.

The Dodge Charger “Man’s Last Stand” follows in exactly the same vein. Dodge tells us that the only way to be saved from carrying lip balm for our nagging female partners and to live our phallic childhood fantasy in a $30,000 car, or risk being transformed into wussy girly-men. I was also very disappointed in Danica Patrick. GoDaddy.com’s sex-appeal advertising has almost come to be expected, but by featuring Ms. Patrick in a series of equally offensive ads (including one in which a group of horny boys literally take control of her mind), they trivialize her success. Ms. Patrick’s accomplishments in a male-dominated field are not celebrated; instead, she is forced back into her traditional gender role of being sexually attractive and available to men. Would Danica have been nearly as popular had she not been so attractive?

This is just a small sampling of stereotypes that Madison Avenue sold during its spotlight performance on Sunday night. There were others, of course; another beer commercial suggesting that men are primarily concerned with sex, beer, and sports, in that order (books? what are those?); a wireless internet commercial exploiting stereotypes of South Asians working in call centers and a Dockers commercial urging men to “wear the pants.”

We shouldn’t blame Madison Avenue for the content of these ads however. Their creativity is fueled by the market, and therefore is only a reflection of the culture in which they exist.

This is a pretty ugly reflection, though, in which racism, homophobia, and misogyny are acceptable enough that they are given front-and-center attention during the biggest television event of all time.

Change out of that skirt, America.

NICK HAYNES
JUNIOR
PHYSICS/PHILOSOPHY

NICK HAYNES
JUNIOR
PHYSICS/PHILOSOPHY
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Flyer News
Sophomore Chris Johnson is one of the rising stars on the men’s basketball team, and he could have an NBA future.

A lean rebounding machine at 6’6” and 191 pounds, Johnson has taken the Atlantic 10 by storm this season. One of the leaders in many statistical categories for the 17-6 Dayton Flyers, he has also made a statement for a career in professional basketball.

Johnson’s journey to UD began when his family moved from his native Orlando to Columbus in the summer following his eighth grade year. Adjusting to the new environment and the increased fervor of playing high school basketball, he then committed to Dayton following his junior year.

That would kickstart a burst of continuous development as he dominated the state during his senior season at Brookhaven High School. Johnson averaged 26.2 points per game on 63 percent shooting and was on the All-Ohio First Team in Division I.

“The first day I walked in the gym I had never seen him play before, and it is an open gym so it is up and down. But he was doing a little bit of everything and he was talking a lot and playing hard,” head coach Brian Gregory said about his prized catch. “It is just something you get attracted to in terms of how hard he played.”

Johnson entered the UD men’s basketball player in the same class as current players Luke Fabrizius, Josh Benson and Paul Williams. Despite the increased competition levels and several other players at his wing forward spot on the court, he proceeded to lead all UD freshmen in scoring.

For his efforts, he also made it onto the Atlantic 10 All-Conference Rookie Team, but vowed to put in more work for a successful sophomore season.

“I just worked harder in the gym. Consistently, religiously working harder and just working on my skill work,” Johnson said about the change he made to his game over the summer. “Working on getting more jump shots up and being there consistently.”

Entering play this week, Johnson had totals of 12.4 points and 7.5 rebounds in just 24.1 minutes per ball game. He set new career highs of 26 points and 20 rebounds in the first game of conference play against Duquesne in early January.

Among qualified players in the A-10, he was the only one to rank in the top 10 in both rebounds per game and three-point shooting percentage. Additionally, along with teammate Chris Wright, he was one of just four players in the conference to average 20 points and 10 rebounds per 40 minutes played.

“Well, I mean he has a tremendous work ethic, and the best part about him is he is willing to admit his weaknesses and flaws and work on those,” Gregory said. “He has to still get a lot better handling the basketball and so forth and I think he understands that. But just the day in and day out intensity that he approaches his workouts kind of set the tone for what he’s doing right now.”

Johnson missed the majority of two games with a concussion during non-conference play in December. He set the tone of his return with vengeance against Duquesne and then continued to excel in A-10 play, currently ranking fourth with an average of 9.1 rebounds in conference games.

On a team loaded with experience and size, Johnson has stood out as being one of the most improved. He praised his current teammates for the lessons he has learned from them and noted that the Atlantic 10 championship remains one of their many goals.

“It is great having seven seniors on the team—experienced players teaching me a lot of things as a sophomore,” he said. “They help me out but also I try to help them out with their senior year, just leaving on a good note.”

Adored by his coaches and noted for his hustle and efficiency on the court, the sky is the limit now for the lanky forward. Some thoughts are that he could make the leap to the NBA following his UD career and all signs from this year point to such long-term success for Chris Johnson.
SPORTS
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SCHEDULE

Men's Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 13 at Saint Louis, 4 p.m. on ESPNNU

Women's Basketball
Saturday, Feb. 13 at UMass 2 p.m.

Men's Tennis
Friday, Feb. 12 at E. Kentucky 5 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 13 vs. Cleveland State 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 24 vs. IPFW 5:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis
Friday, Feb. 12 at Robert Morris Saturday, Feb. 13 at Cleveland State 7 p.m.

inside the NUMBERS

'23
Charlotte 49ers guard Shamari Spears is the current A-10 Player of the Week after averaging 23 points and 9.5 rebounds last week. Spears also leads the 49ers in scoring with 16.6 points per game. After scoring 10 first half points against Dayton, Spears only mustered up two in the second half.

4-4
Entering Wednesday night's game the all time series between Dayton and Charlotte was tied at four wins a piece. With the game's result, Dayton took the lead and has won the last three meetings.

73.2
Through 12 home games this season the men's basketball team is shooting 47 percent from the field and is averaging 73.2 points per game.

Bracketology expert sounds off on Dayton’s chances

JOHN BEDELL
Assistant Sports Editor

There is plenty of work to be done. The men’s basketball team took a step toward making their way back into the NCAA Tournament with its 90-65 dismantling of Xavier Saturday. However, as much of a boost as the win was to the team’s tournament hopes, Dayton is still not a lock. And while I have my own theories about what the Flyers need to do to get themselves back into the Big Dance, I thought it would be better to talk to a man who knows college basketball as well as anyone.

I spoke with ESPN Bracketologist and St. Joe’s radio network color analyst Joe Lunardi last week to see what the Flyers have to do to make sure they’re playing in the only tournament that matters come March.

First of all, beating Xavier, obviously, doesn’t ink the Flyers into the tournament.

“It’s not the be-all, end-all win because it’s a home game,” Lunardi said. “Now had they not lost to Xavier on the road or not lost to Rhode Island, if either of those had occurred, [they would be in a]

Men’s Tennis

Men’s tennis looks to continue fall success

DANNY YOHDEN
Senior Sports Writer

The University of Dayton men’s tennis team is a unique kind of sport on campus.

While most teams require a commitment for games that last several months, the tennis team is a schedule that lasts throughout the entire school year.

In the fall, the Flyers competed in two events starting with the Toledo Invitational in September and then the Michigan State Invitational in October. The third scheduled event, the University of Dayton Invitational, was canceled due to poor weather conditions.

In Toledo, Dayton took four out of nine events, and in Michigan, they turned in a solid outing thanks in part to senior Matt Sherman who went 3-0 on the weekend. Sherman finds himself in a unique position on the team being that he is the only one left from his recruiting class.

“I guess being the lone senior on the team is unfortunate, but interesting at the same time,” Sherman said. “I feel as though the guys look up to me, and I truly enjoy that.”

Sherman is leading a young Flyer roster made up of two juniors, five sophomores and two freshmen.

Despite the inexperience, Sherman still has lofty expectations for his team.

“Our goal at the start of the season was to win the A-10 tournament and receive a bid to the NCAA’s,” Sherman said. “I won’t be satisfied unless we are UD’s first men’s tennis team to win it.”

Should this goal be accomplished, the tennis team would join a long list of UD conference champions this year.

With the spring part of the season underway, the Flyers now play in individual matches rather than multiple team tournaments.

So far, the team has played six matches this winter and currently holds a 2-4 record. In the latest contest, the Flyers ended a three match skid by knocking off Kent State at the Queen City Racquet Club in Cincinnati.

At No. 1 doubles (meaning they play in the first doubles spot), Sherman and freshman Joe West combined for a win, as did sophomore Robbie McCallum and junior Bryce Warnock in the No. 2 spot.

In singles, Sherman made his career debut in the No.1 spot with a win. It was a promotion the senior was excited about.

“I have always wanted and worked towards playing number one on the tennis team, but until now, it didn’t work out that way,” Sherman said. “I’m glad to play wherever the team needs me, and if that’s at number one, then I’m honored to fill that spot.”

The Flyers have 12 matches remaining on their schedule, five of which are against A-10 teams, before the tournament starts. This could be a historic season for the team and the expectations are high, but Sherman remains confident.

“All of the guys are very resilient,” Sherman said. “We firmly believe that this is our year to do some damage at the A-10 tournament.”

So where do the Flyers go from here? First, it now comes down to Dayton knocking off teams ahead of them in the conference standings. And that’s good news considering the Flyers still have three of the four teams ahead of them in the A-10—Charlotte, Richmond and Rhode Island—left on the schedule. Secondly, however obvious it might sound, Dayton will need to take care of business in Atlantic City.

How well the Flyers will have to play in Atlantic City, according to Lunardi, will depend on how they finish in the conference standings.

“So if they finish 12-4, as long as they don’t lose to anyone [bad] in the A-10, they should be fine,” Lunardi said. “But if they finish fifth or sixth, which is where it sits today, and somebody comes in and upset them in that early round? However unlikely that might be—given their huge home court advantage—that would be disastrous.”

So basically what it boils down to is that if the Flyers take care of their own business down the home stretch of their 2010-11 season, they’ll be back in the NCAA Tournament. And in sports, what more can you ask for than controlling your own destiny?
FLYERS WIN BIG AT UD ARENA

Chris Wright scores career high 30 points in 28-point win over league-leading 49ers

NATE WAGGENSPACK
Sports Editor

It was a tale of two halves as the Dayton Flyers took care of their second big game in a row with another stellar performance.

Chris Wright treated the Flyer faithful to a sizzling career high 30 point, 9 rebound performance while Chris Johnson added 14 and Marcus Johnson 13 en route to a 75-47 dismantling of former A-10 leader Charlotte. It was the 49ers’ lowest point total of the season.

“We played and beat tonight a very talented, very motivated and very well-coached team,” head coach Brian Gregory said.

UD (17-6, 6-3 Atlantic 10) outscored the 49ers 45-20 in the second half and pulled to within just one game in the loss column of the leaders in A-10 play.

It was an energetic but low scoring start for both teams. Dayton shot just 39 percent from the field in the first half, including 1-9 on three pointers, but Charlotte was worse, shooting a miserable 25 percent (2-9 from downtown).

After battling for most of the first half with, the Flyers went on a key 8-2 run down 20-19. Capped by a half-court alley-oop pass from Lon don Warren to Wright which forced a Charlotte timeout and a 27-22 UD lead. The Flyers had finally found their stroke as they went into the half.

“We were able to get in there and ... grind it out and then we finally busted it open,” Wright said. “Now we just got to keep it going.”

Dayton forced a turnover on each of Charlotte’s first three possessions, and turned those into a 18-9 run to open the half. Seven of the points came from Wright, whose three pointer with 17:13 left forced Charlotte head coach Bobby Lutz to take his second timeout of the half.

The Charlotte front line of Chris Braswell and Phil Jones was in foul trouble all game long, which gave Wright the ability to score at will on the inside. He supplemented that with a couple three pointers to give him an excellent all-around performance, going 11-15 from the field.

“You’re starting to see better decisions, more poise on offense and even a higher, greater focus on the offensive end [from Wright],” Gregory said.

After opening up the 13 point lead Dayton’s pace slowed, but they did not allow Charlotte back into the game. Instead, they opened things up even more.

The rest of the Flyers got involved in the second half scoring, as Chris Johnson and Mickey Perry each hit threes to give Dayton a 53-34 advantage with 10:41 to play.

Charlotte’s leading scorer Shamari Spears came into the game averaging better than 16 points per contest. After scoring 10 in the first half, he was shut down by the Dayton defense and finished with 12 points on 5-13 shooting.

The Flyers did not slow down in what had gone from a close game to an all-Dayton domination. When Marcus Johnson stretched out as much as his 6’4” frame allowed and finished off a Rob Lowery alley-oop, the score was 58-38.

“Rob did throw that one pretty high,” Johnson said. “With my athleticism, though, I can bring anything down.”

Johnson has now scored in double figures in the last three games, all coming off the bench. It is a new role for the senior, but he has no qualms about his position.

“I’ll do whatever it takes to help out the team,” Johnson said. “I’m not worried about who’s starting and who’s on the bench, just whatever is good for the team.”

After that things lulled a bit, but Dayton continued to outscore the 49ers, who could do nothing in the second half, turning it over 10 times. Their shooting did not get any better, as they attempted only 16 shots in the half, making four of them.

Red Scare and the rest of the fans in UD Arena enjoyed the opportunity to see the “Iron Five” as Gregory called them—a lineup consisting of Dan Fox, Luke Hendrick, Logan Nourse, Pete Zestermann and Matt Kavanaugh—on the court for the final two and a half minutes.

Hendrick scored on a layup on an assist from Kavanaugh as time ran down, and the celebration in the stands continued as the final buzzer sounded.

It was another important win for the Flyers, who will now have to prove they can do it on the road as they turn their attention to a matchup at St. Louis (15-8, 6-3) Saturday.

Senior guard Marcus Johnson goes up for a dunk late against Charlotte. Johnson would finish the game with 13 points off the bench, a role he has embraced. Dayton won the game 75-47.
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REBOUNDING ADVANTAGE
FOR FLYERS

FIELD GOAL PERCENT
FOR 49ers

TOTAL POINTS FOR
49ers

11

25

47